The beard has gone! And that’s how we want it to stay. Not so much with regard to the latest cheek and chin fashions, but more because of the message that the wet shave has finally discarded its grandpa image. Old habits die hard, but we have at least contributed stylishly to their demise with our brushes and blades. After all, beauty is now also a male domain, and the shave is an indispensible part of it. The decision to provide not only excellent quality, but also an incomparably beautiful and individual design has definitely contributed to this development. Like life itself, people perceive themselves as being either more classically orientated or quite modern. Then comes the question of individual character: Does the classicist see himself as a sophist or rather as (only) a purist? And the modernist? Does he live the life of a cosmopolite or has he dedicated himself to style awareness? The character actors of the MÜHLE brand are the result of all these considerations – and have conquered not only men’s hearts. You can learn more about this in our new catalogue, which we presented for the first time at the international trade fair cosmoprof in Bologna in April. It is no coincidence that Italy has a lust for life. Incorporate your daily wet shave into this pleasurable experience. And to enable you to remain faithful to your own style, there is MÜHLE – and a fresh new copy of the Shaving Mirror.

We hope you have a wonderful summer!

Andreas und Christian Müller, Managing Directors
**Insight**

The new INTRO series

Our BASIC programme is already proof that an attractive price-performance ratio need not compromise design and quality. And with the newly developed INTRO series we have gone a step further. Each individual article now gleams in chrome plating. The razors are fitted with Gillette Mach3® or Gillette FusionTM blades, and for the first time we are also presenting a classic safety razor. As in the past, the shaving brushes come with pure badger hair or in the vegan alternative Black Fibre. All of the individual products in the three model series are ideal for combining. LISCIO (Latin: pure) impresses with its perfected design and a rich choice of materials and shaving systems. The clear styling combines aesthetics and ergonomic design. Besides handle models made of high-grade resin in three colour variants, grained ash wood is also available. RYTMO stands for eye-catching, timeless design: Its conical form is interrupted at the base by distinctive lines. This design principle ensures a snug fit when hung in the holder specially developed for the series. RYTMO is available in three high-grade resin variants, and optionally in thermally treated ash wood. VIVO reinterprets the classic form: The rounded shape of the handle tapers down to the base. The opposite-curve base of the brushes and razors is a typical stylistic feature which at the same time guarantees a secure fit in the corresponding holder. Besides handles made of high-grade resin we are also manufacturing this series for the first time in the natural material plum wood. By the way, men have a tendency to remain faithful once they have found their individual type.

**Brush Up**

A sense of style pays off

Anyone who has followed the development of our company needs no convincing of the fact that MÜHLE sets great store by style. Obviously, style cannot be forced upon people. This is the reason why we urge you with our premium series Sophist, Purist, Stylo and Kosmo to find your own variant for you to nourish and cherish. In 2013 we have dedicated our new INTRO series to newcomers and connoisseurs alike. And three model series – VIVO, LISCIO and RYTMO – all impress not only with their beauty and individual design, but also with their extremely good value for money.

Love and care flow into every detail of our overall collection. It is, however, also subject to constant scrutiny: Is it perfect, could something be made even better? We now have 46 employees devoting their all to this very question. And our company is growing commercially and in terms of staff at the same time. Our current workforce of staff at the same time. Our current workforce

**Rituels Require Care**

Pedicure

When the weather gets warmer, many things come to light, clothes are cast aside, bare skin is revealed right down to the little toe. Sandals are not only pleasant in the summer, but currently quite en vogue, also among style-conscious men. On the whole, the unspeakable custom of encasing the foot inside the sandal with a (perhaps even grey) sock has been abandoned. Nevertheless, bare toes are not always a pleasure to behold. Winter, thick socks and heavy shoes are unkind to the epidermis, and not everyone is adept at using clippers, files and planes. Well-groomed hands are now regarded as a visiting card; an ideal of beauty which may certainly be extended to include legs and feet. At the same time, a professional pedicure is both a visual and a physical treat. After a relaxing foot bath with nurturing ingredients the nails are trimmed and filed. Calloused skin on the soles, heels and toes is gently taken off and the dead cuticle removed with equal caution. Finally, the feet are massaged using special lotions or creams, providing refreshment and care – as well as a sense of wellbeing which is in a class of its own.
Others would make more of a fuss about all the things they accomplish in life. Lorita Härtel and her family built a house almost entirely without outside help, she has two adult sons and in addition to her full-time job she also does voluntary work, and not forgetting her large extended family that she cherishes and nourishes. One learns all these things in passing – and by asking – from the quiet, focused native of the Erz Mountains who came to MÜHLE in 1987 and also completed her second course of vocational training as a brush maker with us. When she tackles something, she does so with complete commitment to every detail. And her job also demands this because Lorita Härtel is responsible for the company’s “calling card”. Many of the countless MÜHLE logos on the various products have passed through her hands. The printing technique is known as “dabbing” – not a routine procedure, but a painstaking process in which different conditions have to be created and set up technically for each individual article. Every movement then has to be perfectly executed. “Our company emblem is placed exactly in the prescribed position, regardless of whether the work piece is made of high-grade resin, wood or metal, or whether it is narrow or wide.” Skill and an extremely keen eye are two things that the 53-year-old already developed during her first training as a window dresser: “I am very precise, and quality is extremely important to me.” And just as the company is growing, so are the demands made of her efficiency and stamina: “We are now producing much more than before, which I welcome, because it shows that we are heading in the right direction.”

Everyone knows that feeling. Standing in the morning in front of the wide-open wardrobe, three metres of nothing but clothes – yet still nothing to wear? If we happened to have an etiquette manual to hand, it would now tell us what to do. Like a recipe with precise instructions as to what must be included and omitted when it comes to our appearance. Avoid too much jewellery – a ring and a watch are thought to be sufficient for the well-groomed man. Try telling that to a rapper. What? Rappers have no style? Of course they do, just like Bryan Ferry, Fiat heir Lapo Elkann and Brad Pitt – only that each style is different. Each to his own? Not long ago it was still considered wrong to drink red wine with fish – all history now. Last year, anyone wearing jeans and a denim jacket was ridiculed as a country bumpkin or a poor man’s James Dean, yet this look is currently being extolled by fashion magazines and lifestyle gurus as a “must”. In times of diversity, therefore, you have to create your own style and stand up for it: chest out, stomach in.

Having said that, being a type demands a minimum of self-confidence and nonchalance. And neither comes ready to wear. It is not so much about avoiding tennis socks or hating/loving breast pocket handkerchiefs. Only one thing is an imperative: clothing the individual. A man with style does not allow himself to be corrupted by the constraints of fashion. His preferences have developed as fruits of the culture in which he has grown up, until he can fashion them himself. In this way, style leads our outer appearance to that which makes us what we are at heart; clothes do the rest. For rappers, bankers or, for that matter, nerds.

Is the wardrobe to become our rulebook? Then we might as well march out in uniform – which is what some outfits have come down to. It is like designing your home interior. From the diversity that grows within us comes the uniqueness that endures, both outside and inside. Cary Grant in leather gear – no way! Sean Penn in a tux – conceivable, but definitely not necessary. What constitutes a breach of style for one person becomes a trademark for another. Style is something each individual determines. The breach is determined by others. Karl Lagerfeld says: “You can’t escape from fashion. When fashion goes out of fashion, it becomes fashion again.” It’s that simple.

THE SHAVING MIRROR is published in two languages, three times a year. If you would like to receive THE SHAVING MIRROR regularly, please let us know, then we will gladly include you in our distribution list.
WING MIRROR

FEEDS ON A SECOND SKIN. BUT HOW TO ATTAIN THIS DIVINE STATE? NICOLE WHEADON CALLS HER BEAUTY CONCEPT STORE IN BERLIN-MITTE A MATTER OF THE HEART WHICH IS LIVED ON ALL LEVELS, FROM EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS TO AMBITIOUS SERVICE – IN AN EXCEPTIONALLY BEAUTIFUL INTERIOR DESIGNED BY DAVIDE RIZZO.

INTERNATIONAL, INTERCULTURAL, AND ABOVE ALL SUSTAINABLE; THIS IS PERHAPS THE BEST WAY OF DESCRIBING HER APPROACH AS AN ENTREPRENEUR. AN APPROACH EXPRESSED PARTLY BY SELECTED NATURAL COSMETICS SERIES SUCH AS BÖRLIND, DR. HAUSCHKA, MÜHLE, KIMIA AND INTELLIGENT NUTRENTS, FRAGRANCE CREATIONS BY PIERRE GUILLAUME, HUMIECKI & GRAEF, BALMAIN AND MONTAL; AND PARTLY BY PEOPLE: HER BARBER COMES FROM NEW YORK, HER CUSTOMERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD. SHE REGARDS SUSTAINABILITY AS AN ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLE: “THINGS MUST BE MADE TO LAST.” THIS CONVICTION IS CURRENTLY EMBODIED BY WHEADON AND BACKED UP BY THIRTY YEARS OF EXPERTISE IN THE COSMETICS INDUSTRY, INCLUDING PERIODS SPENT AT GUERLAIN AND CLINIQUE. SHE ALLOWS HERSELF THE LUXURY OF BEING HIGHLY DEMANDING AND SOMEWHAT IDIOSYNCRATIC – AND JUSTIFIABLY SO. OPENED JUST UNDER A YEAR AGO, THE SHOP CURRENTLY EMBODIES WHEADON AND BACKED UP BY SELECTED NATURAL COSMETICS SERIES SUCH AS BÖRLIND, DR. HAUSCHKA, MÜHLE, KIMIA AND INTELLIGENT NUTRENTS, FRAGRANCE CREATIONS BY PIERRE GUILLAUME, HUMIECKI & GRAEF, BALMAIN AND MONTAL.

ONE OF THE WET SHAVING FORUMS RECOMMENDS VINEGAR FOR CLEANING SAFETY Razors. WHAT IS YOUR ADVICE ON THIS?

OLAF S., HILDEN

VINEGAR MAY BE A USEFUL CLEANING AGENT IN THE HOUSEHOLD, BUT THE ACIDS IT CONTAINS ARE TOO AGGRESSIVE TO BE USED ON RAZORS OR SAFETY RazORS WITH CHROME-PLATED PARTS. CLEANING UNDER RUNNING WATER AND THEN DRYING WITH A SOFT CLOTH IS PERFECTLY SUITABLE.

SPEAKERS’ CORNER
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